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ABSTRACT: We report a previously unseen non-Ohmic effect in which the resistivity of carbon 
nanotube fibers immersed in polar liquids is modulated by the applied electric field. This 
behavior depends on the surface energy, dielectric constant, and viscosity of the immersion 
media. Supported by synchrotron SAXS and impedance spectroscopy, we propose a model in 
which the gap distance, and thus the conductance, of capacitive interbundle junctions is 
controlled by the applied field. 
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Most fibers made of carbon nanotubes
1–3
 (CNTs), in particular those spun directly from a 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactor,
2
 have a very porous yarn-like structure.
4
 The high 
number of contiguous pores translates into a large specific surface area (measured to be from 70 
to 200 m
2 
g
1
)
5,6
 available for interacting with the surrounding medium. Such voids imbue these 
CNT fibers with a range of properties unachievable by non-porous ones. For example, the pores 
can be filled by a polymer to make composites in which the intimate matrix/reinforcement 
interaction could help translate the superb mechanical properties of the CNTs to the 
macroscale;
6,7
 or used to carry functional (superconducting, catalytic, sensing) powders to make 
textiles of materials impossible to weave by themselves.
8,9
 However, it is first necessary to 
understand the fiber/medium interactions in detail in order to unleash the full potential of  CNT 
fibers, and similar hierarchical assemblies, in applications as diverse as high-performance 
multifunctional composites,
6–11
 sensors and actuators,
8,12–15
 or energy transmission and 
storage.
16–19
  
In previous work,
5
 we reported the effects of several penetrant liquids on the structure and 
electrical properties of direct-spun CNT fibers. We found that, upon immersion in the liquid, the 
fiber assumes a different, more energetically favorable, slightly swollen structure. For the liquids 
tested, the energetic cost of creating nanotube/liquid interface was lower than that of the 
nanotube/air interface, which resulted in nanotube bundle junctions springing apart to release the 
elastic energy required to bend bundles around obstacles to close the junction. This structural 
 3 
change was observed by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) as a reduction of both the average 
pore size and the axial alignment of the bundles, and by direct current (DC) four-probe 
measurements, as an increase of resistivity. Wide angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) showed that 
liquids tested do not intercalate between nanotubes inside a bundle: their penetration is restricted 
to interbundle pores. 
In the present article, we focus on the effect of increasing the probe current (or voltage) of the 
four-probe circuit while samples are already immersed in a liquid. We complement four-probe 
DC electrical measurements with alternating current (AC) impedance analyses in the 0.1 – 
10 kHz range and SAXS from a synchrotron source to show that, when fibers are immersed in 
polar liquids, electrostatic forces due to charge accumulation at open junctions can, at least 
partially, reverse the effect of liquid infiltration. These forces bring the bundles in the junctions 
closer together, or even completely close junctions, thus reducing the resistance of the fiber 
samples. This effect not only gives us a better insight on the structure/property relations of CNT 
fibers and related assemblies but could also be exploited in sensing or measuring devices. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Carbon Nanotube Fibers. The CNT fibers used in this study were produced by the direct 
CVD spinning method, originally developed over a decade ago.
2
 The samples were produced 
using methane as the carbon source. They have diameters between 10 and 15 μm, a surface area 
of 75.6 m
2 
g
1
, and a porosity of 54%. They are composed of nanotube bundles with diameters in 
the range 20 to 30 nm, and pores in the range 30 to 40 nm. To check for reproducibility, several 
experiments were carried on fibers made from other carbon sources either in Cambridge or in a 
similar reactor at the IMDEA Materials Institute in Madrid.
20
 There appeared to be no 
 4 
statistically significant difference between fibers with densities in the range 0.2 to 0.6 g cm
−3
. As 
can be seen in Figure 1(a-c), fibers made by this method have a porous hierarchical structure 
consisting of a network of close packed bundles of CNTs preferentially aligned to the fiber axis 
direction. The specific characteristics of the nanotubes building-up the bundles depend on the 
carbon source and other synthesis parameters; they may be single-, double-, or multi-walled and, 
depending on their diameter, they may have a collapsed “dog bone” structure.21–23 Figure 1d 
shows a 2D schematic of the conductive bundle network that makes up the fiber and the effect 
that immersion in a liquid has on its structure: when the specific bundle/liquid interfacial energy, 
γb/l, is lower than that for the bundle/air interface, γb/a, bundle junctions spring open resulting in a 
slightly swollen and less conductive fiber with an increased number of pores with a smaller 
average pore diameter. The figure does not show the effects of the liquid on bundle alignment; 
for a more detailed discussion, the reader is referred to our previous work.
5
 
 
Figure 1. The hierarchical structure of direct-spun carbon nanotube fibers: (a) optical 
microscopy image showing the macroscopic appearance fibers used in this work; (b) scanning 
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electron microscopy (SEM) image of the same fiber showing the network of nanotube bundles; 
(c) transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image showing the individual nanotubes that make 
up the bundles. (d) Schematic of the effects of liquid immersion on the structure and connectivity 
of the CNT bundle network (where γb/l is the specific bundle/liquid interfacial energy and γb/a is 
that for the bundle/air interface). 
Effect of Varying the Electric Field. When fibers were immersed in polar liquids 
(cyclohexanol, ethanol, methanol, cyclohexanone, acetone, and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone), it was 
observed that increasing the current (or voltage) of the four-probe circuit reduced their electrical 
resistance; reducing the current made the resistance rise again. This unexpected non-Ohmic 
behavior was not observed in the non-polar liquids tested (cyclohexane, carbon tetrachloride, and 
toluene), in which resistance didn’t change, nor in air, where a small increase was observed when 
increasing current. Figure 2 summarizes the observed behavior. The modulation of resistance 
was reversible, despite some hysteresis that reduced gradually after cycling the current (see 
dashed lines in Figure 2a and section 9 of the Supporting Information). More importantly, the 
change in resistance did not occur instantaneously: once the current was changed, it took some 
time for the resistance to reach its new value. The direct spun CNT fibers generally have a 
metallic behavior around room temperature, with a positive thermal coefficient of resistance (see 
section 1 of Supporting Information) so any Joule heating of the material due to increasing 
current would be expected to increase the resistance (as seen for air in Figure 2b), not reduce it, 
thus ruling out a possible thermal effect as the cause of the phenomenon.  Since most of the 
resistance of a macroscopic CNT assembly is thought to originate from interbundle junctions,
24
 
this effect could potentially be attributed to liquid molecules re-arranging due to electric fields at 
such junctions. However, it took the fibers immersed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), the 
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medium which produced the fastest responses, a few seconds to reach their new stable 
resistances. These response times are far slower than the characteristic times of dielectric 
relaxation (between 10
‒10
 and 10
‒2
 seconds) thus also ruling out this scenario.  
 
Figure 2. Observation of the non-Ohmic behavior in direct spun CNT fibers: (a) resistance (left 
axis) of a fiber immersed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) is modulated by the applied probe 
current (right axis); the horizontal dashed lines indicate a reduction of hysteresis after cycling the 
current. (b) Relative change in resistance (compared to fiber in air at 0.5 mA, R0) as a function of 
probe current for fibers in air and 4 liquids; a reduction in resistance with increasing current 
occurs only in the 3 polar liquids. 
For different polar liquids tested on identical fibers, the average changes in resistance when 
increasing current from 0.5 to 2.0 mA were as follows: 5% for ethanol, 9% for acetone, 11% 
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for cyclohexanone, and 21% for NMP. These trends are very similar to those observed 
previously
5
 for the resistance increase when immersing the fibers in the same liquids [ethanol 
(+10%), cyclohexanone (21%), acetone (23%),  and NMP (+38%) ]. In the associated discussion, 
we had ascribed the time-delayed increases in resistance upon immersion to the opening of 
bundle junctions due to a change of the medium/nanotube interfacial energy, γ, when changing 
the medium from air to liquid. Hence, a consistent explanation for the newly discovered non-
Ohmic behavior is that electromagnetic forces induced by the increase of current or electric field 
partially reverse the effect of liquid infiltration: closing junctions or, at least, bringing bundles in 
an open junction closer together. 
Dependence on Viscosity. To investigate the dependence of the resistive response on 
viscosity, the reaction times of the fiber were measured in a single liquid at several temperatures 
and then compared them to the shear viscosity, η, of the liquid measured in the same temperature 
range. With possible applications in composites in mind, we selected a low viscosity epoxy resin 
(without any hardener) based on the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) that has a similar 
but slower effect on the resistance of the fibers as the other polar liquids. Figure 3 summarizes 
the results for CNT fibers immersed in DGEBA. We define the relative resistance as  𝑅0−𝑅
𝑅0−𝑅𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
; 
where R is the resistance, R0 is the resistance at t0 (the moment where current is stepped up or 
down), and Rfinal is the resistance after the system stabilized (approximately 2 hours were given 
to the system to stabilize). In this way, the relative resistance change is always positive and spans 
from zero to unity. We also define a ‘characteristic time’, τ, as the time (measured from t0) that it 
took the fibers to reach a relative resistance of 0.632 (i.e 1 − 𝑒−1). Figure 3a shows the 
resistance change as a function of time for a single fiber at several temperatures when the current 
was increased from 0.5 to 2.0 mA; the time constants reduced from 320 s at 30 °C to 20 s at 
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100 °C. In Figure 3b, the time constants of the immersed fiber (results for 3 samples shown) are 
compared to the viscosity of the pure resin, as measured by a rotating plate rheometer while 
being heated and cooled in the same temperature range. Both quantities are expected to follow 
Arrhenius relationships of the form: 
𝜗 = 𝜗0𝑒
𝐸𝜗
𝑅 𝑇                                                                  (1) 
where ϑ is either the time constant, τ, or the viscosity, η; ϑ0, to be replaced by τ0 or η0, is a 
constant; Eϑ is the activation energy of some characteristic process of the system; R is the 
universal gas constant; and T is the absolute temperature. The average Eτ of the six samples 
measured was 35±3 kJ mol
1
. Eη has a value of approximately 33 kJ mol
1
 for temperatures 
higher than 37 °C (1/T ~ 0.0032 K
1
); at lower temperatures it increased to ~55 kJ mol
1
. To 
within the statistical errors in the data, we can conclude that, in the higher temperature regime, 
Eτ=Eη and thus the characteristic response time of the fibers follows the same relationship with 
temperature as the viscosity of the immersion medium. This is significant because it supports the 
hypothesis that the re-arrangement of CNT bundles, at a rate limited by the viscous flow of resin, 
is the cause of the non-Ohmic phenomenon. 
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Figure 3. Dependence of non-Ohmic behavior on viscosity of DGEBA-based epoxy resin (no 
hardener added): (a) relative resistance change as a function of time (at t0, probe current is 
stepped from 0.5 mA to 2.0 mA) at different temperatures; the ‘characteristic time’, τ, as defined 
in text, and determined from an Arrhenius fit, is shown for the different temperatures. (b) 
Dependence of τ and the shear viscosity of the pure resin, η, on temperature: both follow 
Arrhenius relationships with activation energies of approximately 35 kJ mol
1
. The low-
temperature (T < 310 K, 1/T ~ 0.0032 K
1
) behavior of viscosity (with activation energies of 
approximately 55 kJ mol
1
) is believed to be due to incipient crystallization of the resin and is 
discussed further in the text. 
The observed behavior for η in the low temperature regime, but absent for τ, may give further 
clues to the origin of the non-Ohmic effect. Epoxy resins are supercooled liquids with melting 
points of approximately 40 °C; at lower temperatures they tend to slowly crystallize. We propose 
that the observed change of the resin to a more viscous regime (as measured by the rheometer) is 
due to the formation of microscopic crystals that macroscopically thicken the liquid. When 
measuring the time constants of the fiber samples however, we are measuring the movement of 
nanometer-sized entities in nanometer-sized pores (both ~30 nm in diameter) where the 
microcrystals cannot penetrate; thus τ is insensitive to the macroscopic change of regime. 
Speculatively, the changes in fiber resistance could be used to monitor resin infiltration in large 
fiber arrays during composite fabrication by infusion processes such as resin transfer molding 
(RTM). 
Comparison of Electromagnetic Forces. We have, so far, presented evidence that bundles 
within the fiber move under the influence of electromagnetic forces at higher probe currents. 
There are two forces which could play an important role in moving the bundles closer together. 
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The first is an electrostatic force due to charge accumulation in open junctions, analogous to the 
force between the plates of a capacitor, of the form: 
𝐹𝐶 =
𝜀 𝐴 𝑉2
2 𝑑𝐶
2                                                                      (2) 
where ε is the permittivity of the medium, A is the area of the junction, V is the potential drop at 
the junction, and dC is the separation between the surfaces of the bundles at the junction. The 
second is an electrodynamic force, due to current flowing through parallel paths, of the form: 
𝐹𝐿 =
𝜇 𝑙𝐿 𝐼
2
2 𝜋 𝑑𝐿
                                                                 (3) 
where μ is the permeability of the medium, lL is the length of the conducting path, I is the current 
flowing through the paths, and dL is the separation.  The quotient of equations 2 and 3 gives: 
𝐹𝐶
𝐹𝐿
=
𝜋𝜀
𝜇
∙
𝑑𝐿𝑙𝐶𝐷
𝑙𝐿𝑑𝐶
2 ∙
𝑉2
𝐼2
                                                         (4) 
where we have already replaced 𝐴 = 𝐷 ∙ 𝑙𝐶  (the diameter of the bundle times the length of the 
junction) for the area of the junction. The first term of the product only contains constants, 
known for each medium; the second, geometric factors; and the third, electric parameters. From 
our knowledge of the geometry of the junctions we can set: 𝐷 = 30 nm; 𝑙𝐶 = 50 nm, a length 
comparable to the pore sizes determined in our previous work;
5
 𝑑𝐿 = 60 nm, the distance 
between the centers of two bundles 30 nm apart; 𝑑𝐶 = 35 nm, a separation accounting for the 
curvature of the bundles; and 𝑙𝐿 = 1 cm, the length of an entire sample – since the 
electrodynamic force is not local to the junction but extends along the whole current path. To 
determine the electric parameters, we will consider a typical fiber sample with a resistance of 
1 kΩ and a current of 1 mA flowing through it. At any point, the cross section of a fiber contains 
around sixty thousand bundles; implying 6104 parallel conducting paths and a current of 
1.6108 A per path. The nanotubes in our fibers are about 1 mm long22,25 and one would expect 
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the close-packed bundles to be at least as long. Making an allowance for misalignment, it would 
take around 20 bundles to cover the 1 cm length of our fiber samples: or around 20 junctions 
cm
1
 per conducting path.  With the reasonable assumption that most of the voltage drops along 
the conducting path occur at junctions,
24
 we have a drop of 0.05 V at each junction. Substituting 
the previous values in equation 4 yields: 
𝐹𝐶
𝐹𝐿
≈ 103𝜀𝑟                                                         (5) 
where 𝜀𝑟 is the relative permittivity of the medium and we are ignoring a factor of 𝜇𝑟
−1, the 
relative magnetic permeability, because the deviation from the permeability of vacuum is ~10
-6
 
for all the tested media.
26
 Since 𝜀𝑟 ≥ 1, we can conclude that the electrostatic force, being at 
least 3 orders of magnitude greater than the electrodynamic one, dominates the behavior of the 
fiber. This result explains why the non-Ohmic phenomenon is observed only in polar liquids: 
their dielectric constants are at least 10 times larger than those of non-polar liquids (see table S1 
in Supporting Information) and so the electrostatic force forces the bundles closer together. In 
fact, a correlation was found between the product of  the dielectric constant of the liquid with the 
resistance increase upon immersion at low currents (related to the number of open interbundle 
junctions) and the resistance decrease when switching to high currents (see section 8 of the 
Supporting Information). 
Model Explaining Observed Behavior. Figure 4a shows a schematic of a bundle junction; 
the yellow stars represent points at which the CNT bundles cannot move due to entanglements or 
other obstacles. Figure 4b presents the equivalent circuit for such system. The junction behaves 
as a leaky capacitor (i.e. a capacitor with a resistor in parallel): as the current through (or voltage 
at) the junctions is increased, charge accumulation increases the force between the “capacitor 
plates”, bringing the bundles closer together and reducing the junction’s resistance, 𝑅𝐽. The 
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series resistor, 𝑅𝐵, and inductor 𝐿, represent the finite resistance and self-inductance of the 
bundles outside the junction. The mechanical force, resulting from bending the bundles opposes 
the electrostatic force, and a new equilibrium distance, 𝑑𝑒𝑞, is reached. A preliminary model in 
which bundles are assumed to deflect as cantilever beams allowed us to get an approximate idea 
of the changes in 𝑑𝑒𝑞 as a function of applied voltage (by equating the cantilever equation, see 
eqn. S1, to equation 2). Figure 4c shows experimental R vs V data of fibers immersed in acetone 
(symbols) and a curve fittings using our approximation of 𝑑𝑒𝑞 (lines). Solid lines are the best fits 
for a model that assumes an exponential dependence of resistance on distance of the form: 
𝑅𝑇 ≈ 𝑒
𝑑𝑒𝑞
𝜆                                                                   (6) 
where λ is a characteristic length ruling how fast the resistance grows; a behavior characteristic 
of tunneling conduction.
27
 Dashed lines represent the expected behavior of resistance if 
conduction through a junction had the diffusive nature of the Drude model (i.e. a resistance 
directly proportional to bundle separation). It is clear that the Drude model will fail to predict the 
observed behavior no matter how much fine tuning is carried on, it predicts a curvature opposite 
to that observed experimentally. Electron tunneling through the interbundle gaps seems to be the 
dominant conduction mechanism. A more detailed quantitative model of this phenomenon is 
currently in preparation. 
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Figure 4. Model for electrical conductivity of CNT fibers: (a) and (b) an open bundle junction 
behaves like a leaky capacitor: as the probe voltage (or current) is increased, charge 
accumulation generates an electrostatic force that bends bundles closer together thus reducing 
junction resistance. The equilibrium distance of the junction, 𝑑𝑒𝑞, will be that at which the 
electrostatic force is equal and opposite to the elastic force resulting from bending the bundles. 
The series elements in (b) represent the self-inductance and resistance of the bundles away from 
the junction. (c) Comparison of the predictions of two conduction models (lines) to experimental 
data (symbols) for three fiber samples: dashed lines represent the “conventional” Drude model in 
which the resistance of the junction is linearly related to the predicted equilibrium distance, solid 
lines assume the exponential dependence on distance characteristic of tunneling conduction. 
Change in characteristic resistance (d) and capacitance (e) as a function of applied bias voltage 
obtained from impedance experiments; dashed lines indicate a change in the scale of y axes. 
Values were obtained by using the equivalent circuit of (b) to fit reactance (imaginary 
component of impedance) data in the 0.1 to 10 kHz frequency range. The increase in capacitance 
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and decrease in resistance observed in fibers immersed in acetone agrees with the proposed 
model of a capacitive junction with a field-dependent equilibrium distance. The opposite 
behavior of the fiber in air can be attributed to Joule heating of the junctions. 
Impedance Measurements. From the effective medium approximation,
28–30
 it follows that we 
can use the equivalent circuit for a single junction to obtain characteristic parameters of the 
entire fiber network system. The reactance (imaginary component of impedance), X, of the 
circuit presented in Figure 4b is given by: 
𝑋 = 𝜔𝐿 −
𝜔𝐶𝑅𝐽
2
1+(𝜔𝐶𝑅𝐽)
2                                                              (7) 
where ω is the angular frequency of the applied voltage and the other symbols correspond to 
those in Figure 4b. To extract the characteristic parameters, we measured the impedance of 
samples in air and immersed in acetone in the 0.1 – 10 kHz range while applying DC bias 
voltages from 1 V to 5 V and fitted equation 7 to the reactance data (see section 5 of Supporting 
Information). Our results are summarized in Figures 4d and 4e, where we compare changes in 
characteristic junction resistance and characteristic junction capacitance (relative to their values 
for a bias of 1 V) as a function of bias voltage; note the changes in the y-scale below and above 
unity. When the CNT fibers were immersed in acetone, increasing the voltage reduced the 
characteristic resistance and increased its capacitance; whereas the complete opposite effect is 
observed in air. The effect in acetone is congruent with our models since either a reduction in the 
gap distance or a full collapse of a junction will result in a reduction of resistance and an increase 
in capacitance (the capacitance will not vanish when junctions are closed because there will 
always be a resistance of ~3 MΩ associated with the contact24). The effect in air is consistent 
with Joule heating of the junctions, especially closed ones: the increase in resistance agrees with 
the positive thermal resistivity coefficient of the fibers, and the reduction in capacitance is 
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consistent with the heating of the dielectric (mainly polymeric byproducts of the synthesis 
process
31
) between bundles in closed junctions. 
Although the relative increase in characteristic resistance with increasing DC bias appears to 
be rather high (a factor of 25 under 5 V applied bias), this should not be interpreted as being 
directly related to the increase of overall DC resistance of fiber itself (usually less than 10% but 
dependent on fiber composition and morphology). This is because the overall resistance of fiber 
will be dominated by a limited number of paths of least resistance,
32
 whereas the characteristic 
resistance measures the changes in AC behavior of all of the junctions in the fiber, whether or 
not they contribute significantly to the overall DC conduction pathway. More extensive studies 
of the characteristic resistance and capacitance of fiber network are underway, and will be 
reported in a subsequent publication. 
Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering. The effect of voltage on the shape of the network of 
conductive elements that make the fibres was determined by in situ synchrotron small-angle X-
ray (SAXS) measurements on fibres immersed in capillaries filled up with NMP (experimental 
details in section 6 of Supporting Information) and subjected to different voltages. From the 2D 
SAXS pattern, we integrated scattering intensity radially in a q range of 0.2 – 1.2 nm1 and 
plotted this value against azimuthal angle. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of this 
azimuthal profile provides a measure of the degree of orientation of CNTs and bundles in the 
fibre. The FWHM values against applied voltage are plotted in Figure 5, which also includes a 
typical pattern and an SEM image of the fiber for reference (insert to Figure 5). The plot shows 
an overall drop in the FWHM with increasing applied voltage, maintained even after the voltage 
is off and indicating an increase in CNT alignment parallel to each other and to the fibre axis. 
Such an improvement in orientation implies a closer contact between elements in the fibre 
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through better packing and a reduction in the distance between them, and is thus consistent with 
the similar drop in electrical resistance. Note also that since the improvement in orientation is 
preserved after the voltage is off, the application of an electric filed works in fact as a 
conditioning method that could be used to lower longitudinal electrical resistance of CNT 
fibres/epoxy composites. The 2D SAXS measurements also confirm the trend in Figure 3 
showing a gradual drop in electrical resistance with a time constant that depends on viscosity of 
the liquid. An equivalent time correspondence with our synchrotron measurements cannot be 
established because the individual patterns, with exposure time of 1 s, are too weak, but by 
comparing two averages of 10 patterns, one just upon voltage application and another before 
switching it off, we observe a decrease of a few degrees in the FWHM. 
 
Figure 5. FWHM of the azimuthal profile of 2D SAXS patterns of a fiber immersed in NMP and 
subjected to different voltages. The black line corresponds to the sum of the first ten 1 s patterns 
(of a series of 100) and the red line to the last ten. The differences between these two traces are 
due to the finite time required for the structural change to take place. The insert shows an 
example 2D pattern and an SEM image of a typical fiber sample. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
To summarize, we have demonstrated non-Ohmic resistive behavior in macroscopic CNT 
fibers infiltrated with polar liquids or polymers. This behavior is ascribed to the much higher 
dielectric constant of these media relative to air (i.e. fiber before infiltration) or non-polar 
liquids. When using low viscosity epoxy as infiltrating medium, we find the temperature 
dependence of both resin viscosity and electrical resistance to lead to very similar activations 
energies. This suggests that the non-Ohmic behavior in infiltrated fibers is due to the reshaping 
of the CNT network in the fiber, induced by the electric field at the capacitive bundle junctions 
and detectable as an increase in bundle orientation as measured by synchrotron SAXS. The 
combination of resistive and capacitive behavior in the fiber is confirmed by impedance 
spectroscopy on dry and infiltrated fibers. For infiltrated fibers, impedance results point to an 
equivalent circuit that includes capacitive junctions with field-dependent equilibrium distance. 
Dry fibers (i.e. non-infiltrated) show only the effects of Joule heating of the junctions.  
The non-Ohmic behavior in CNT fibers is ultimately a manifestation of nanoscale effects, for 
example conduction by inter-junction tunneling, detectable on a macroscopic length scale. While 
we do not expect that this behavior is unique to CNT fibers, they are the first example known to 
us where such behavior is due to changes in structure on meso- and nano-scales. Thus, we 
anticipate that the results discussed here will apply to a variety of emerging hierarchical 
structures made up of other nanobuilding blocks assembled into macroscopic materials, such as 
graphene fibers, nanowire membranes, self-assembled metamaterials and various other 
macroscopic hybrid materials.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Direct CVD Fiber Spinning. The carbon nanotube fibers used in this work were produced by 
the direct chemical vapor deposition (CVD) spinning method developed around 2004 in the 
Department of Materials Science of the University of Cambridge.
2
 In this method a carbon 
source (methane, ethanol, toluene, or other hydrocarbon), a precursor for iron particles 
(ferrocene), and a growth promoter (usually thiophene) are pyrolyzed at 1300 °C in a tubular 
reactor under a hydrogen atmosphere. The reaction forms an elastic “CNT aerogel” that is then 
pulled out from the furnace, densified with an acetone mist, and wound onto a spool as a fiber.  
Liquids Used as Immersion Media. All the solvents used in this experiment were bought 
from Sigma-Aldrich; their specifications are as follows: acetone (ACS reagent ≥99.5%), carbon 
tetrachloride (reagent grade ≥99.9%), cyclohexane (ACS reagent ≥99%), cyclohexanone (ACS 
reagent ≥99%), cyclohexanol (Reagent Plus 99%), ethanol (ACS reagent ≥99.5%), methanol 
(laboratory reagent ≥99.6%), n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (CROMASOLV Plus ≥99%), and toluene 
(ACS reagent ≥99.5%). The DGEBA-based resin used for the viscosity dependence experiment 
was that of the RT151 low viscosity epoxy resin system from ResinTech Ltd. Table S1 
(Supporting Information) lists the molecular dipole moments and relative dielectric constants of 
the immersion media. 
Direct Current Measurements. A custom-built four probe circuit was used to monitor the 
resistance of the fiber samples; the device has a variable current supply providing from 
0.005±0.002 mA to 2.000±0.002 mA, a voltmeter with a sensitivity of 1 mV, and a maximum 
sampling frequency of 10 Hz. Samples already mounted in a sample holder were connected to 
the circuit (with an initial probe current of 0.5 mA) and placed inside a beaker. The liquid to be 
tested was slowly poured into the beaker until it covered the fiber. A sufficiently long time 
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(which varied depending on the liquid) was waited until the resistance stabilized. After all the 
resistance changes reported in our previous paper
5
 took place and the resistance had a stable 
value, the probe current was increased to 2.0 mA; this was done either in a single or multiple 
steps waiting for the resistance to stabilize after each step. Once the resistance was stable at 2.0 
mA, the current was taken down back to 0.5 mA. The same procedure was used for the 
experiment exploring the dependence of the resistive behavior on the viscosity of the liquid, but 
the beaker was immersed in a heated silicone oil bath to change the temperature. Further details 
of sample mounting can be found in section 3 of Supporting Information. 
Rheology. An AR2000EX rotating disc rheometer from TA Instruments was used to determine 
the viscosity of the DGEBA epoxy resin in the 30 to 100 °C range, both while heating up and 
cooling down the liquid. 
Alternating Current Measurements. A ModuLab system from Solartron Analytical was used 
in a four-probe configuration to measure the impedance of our samples in the 100 Hz – 10 kHz 
range at various DC bias voltages. The starting frequency was chosen to be high enough not to 
interfere with the expected structural changes in the fiber (with characteristic times of more than 
one second). Immersed samples were first taken to a fixed DC bias (from 1 to 5 volts) and a 
sufficient time was waited for their resistances to stabilize; then the AC frequency sweep was 
carried with a RMS amplitude of 0.5 V. Samples were mounted the same way as for DC 
measurements (section 3 of Supporting Information). Details of the data analyses can be found in 
section 5 of Supporting Information. 
Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering. XRD measurements were performed at the Non-crystalline 
Diffraction beam line at Alba Light Source using a wavelength of 1Å. Samples were mounted in 
a modified version of our sample holders with only two electrical contacts and a sealed 
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Lindemann glass capillary filled with the tested liquid, as shown in Figure S4 (Supporting 
Information). To get a stronger SAXS signal, thicker samples (equivalent to 30 normal fibers) 
were used. DC potential differences ranging from 1 to 15 V were applied while capturing a 2D 
SAXS pattern every second. Further details on sample mounting and data analyses are available 
in section 6 of Supporting Information. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
2D, two-dimensional; AC, alternating current; CNT, carbon nanotube; CVD, chemical vapor 
deposition; DC, direct current; DGEBA, diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A; FWHM, full width at 
half maximum;  NMP, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone; RTM, resin transfer molding; SAXS, small 
angle X-ray scattering; WAXS, wide angle X-ray scattering. 
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